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The treasure for the first level was even crazier.

It was a Twinleaf Heartgrass!

Those things did not even exist in third-grade worlds, and they only grew in a small minority of second-

grade worlds. They had very stringent requirements to grow. Not only did they need incredibly low

temperatures, but very dense aura as well.

The Twinleaf Heart Grass could not be easily bought even with the crystal. It was worth around a hundred

and thirty million. It was even more expensive than ninth-grade spirit crystals. Even a warrior from one of

the best clans would be very tempted by it.

However, one needed seven Life Points to get a Twinleaf Heartgrass. It meant that someone would need

to be an incredibly pivotal part of the battle to be able to get that.

Josef clenched his teeth, “That reward would tempt anyone, but the rules are very strict as well. Everyone

can only participate once, so you only get one chance. Even though I don’t know what the name of the

beast on the stage or its level is, it’s obvious from the force of its attacks that it’s using at least an upper

ultimate god rank technique.”

If Josef had to face that level of a beast alone, he would probably have no chance to even survive. He

could barely even use the sixth stance of his technique. Even if he reached the first stage of mastery, he

was still a far cry from a beast of that level.

It would be a complete slaughter. He would probably not be able to even take a single one of the beast’s

claws.

Yolanda said, “The beast is called a purplefeathered beast. It can reach the Divine Solidifying Realm when

it matures, even reaching the late stage…”

“Weaklings like us couldn’t possibly stand up to it. If this was the outer world, then even twenty warriors

might not be able to survive against it, let alone ten. This beast has clearly been dealt with before. Its

offensive abilities got weaker, while its defenses are slightly stronger.”

From the memories of the ancient heroes, Yolanda quickly identified what kind of beast it was.

The purple-feathered beast came from first-grade worlds. It was not something warriors from second-

grade worlds or third-grade worlds commonly know.

That purple-feathered beast had clearly been changed by the rules. It might even be a construct of energy

that was summoned by a formation as it was quite a lot weaker.

Just like Yolanda said, if they met a beast like that in the outer world, even if warriors like them wanted to

run, it would take a lot of effort with no guarantee of success.

After all, without the restrictions of the Whirling World, the beasts could reach the late Divine Solidifying

Realm. It was not something younger warriors could deal with at all. However, since the beast was

drastically weaker, the younger warriors had a chance to show off their skills.

Yet, even so, it was still an incredible challenge for most of them. They could not defeat the beast and

were not able to break through its defenses. If they were not careful, they would get injured by the beast

or even killed. Even though so many warriors were gathered there, most of them were just there for

entertainment.

It was because they knew that there was no way they could win against a beast of that level. If they were

not careful, they would get heavily injured or even die. Even though the rewards were displayed for all to

see, they would need to first survive to get them.

Earlier, the warrior that had been sent flying was the perfect example. That man’s right arm was probably

crippled. When he slammed against the barrier, many of his bones had probably been broken as well. He

would be lucky if he could even survive. If he did, he would need at least half a year to a year to recover.

The Whirling World was only open for two years. He would need to spend most of the year that remained

recovering. Any challenges would no longer have anything to do with him.
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